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Overview

How Does Facial Recognition Work?

According to research by ACI Worldwide1 in July 2020, eCommerce 
transactions around the globe rose 19% compared to the same period in 
2019. Their research indicates that the value of fraudulent transactions also 
increased from 3.7% to 4.4%.

With consumers currently reluctant to engage in physical retail shopping, and 
in many cases prohibited from doing so, eCommerce is expected to continue 
to grow exponentially, even in a post Covid-19 world.

Criminals are becoming more sophisticated in their methods which means 
organizations are needing to become increasingly cautious in verifying identity, 
while continuing to provide the customer with a streamlined and simple 
buying experience.

Facial recognition systems are powered by deep learning, a form of Artificial 
Intelligence that operates by passing inputs through multiple stacked 
layers of simulated neurons in order to process information. These neural 
networks are trained on thousands or even millions of examples of the types 
of problems the system is likely to encounter, allowing the model to “learn” 
how to correctly identify patterns from the data. Facial recognition systems 
use this method to isolate certain features of a face that has been detected 
in an image—like the distance between certain features, the texture of an 
individual’s skin, or even the thermal profile of a face—and compare the 
resulting facial profile to other known faces to identify the person.

By comparing live selfie photos and/or videos with government issued ID 
records, it is possible to establish and verify the identity of an individual in real 
time.

Facial recognition systems, also described as Biometric Artificial Intelligence, identify 
individuals by analyzing patterns based on the persons facial features and textures.
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How Accurate is Facial Recognition?
In its Special Publication Digital Identity Guidelines2, the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) states, ‘Identity proofing establishes that 
a subject is who they claim to be. Digital authentication establishes that a 
subject attempting to access a digital service is in control of one or more 
valid authenticators associated with that subject’s digital identity.’ 

NIST identifies three main risks in respect of identity verification:

Identity proofing errors -a false applicant claiming an identity that is not 
rightfully theirs);

Authentication errors - a false claimant using a credential that is not rightfully 
theirs; and Federation errors - an identity assertion is compromised.

According to tests by NIST, the best face identification algorithm has an error 
rate of just 0.08%, an improvement from a rate of 4.1% in 2014.

This extremely high accuracy rate, based on real time data, makes facial recognition one of 
the most dependable methods for establishing individual identity.

About SmartSearch
Our unique and innovative online platform enables our customers to 
electronically identify individuals and businesses from around the world. It is 
the only Know Your Customer (KYC) solution that also provides full sanction 
and Politically Exposed Person (PEP) screening and ongoing monitoring, 
allowing clients to use this one piece of technology for all their AML 
compliance needs.

With offices in the United States and United Kingdom, SmartSearch serves more than 
5,000 clients globally, creating a world where businesses are safe from fraudsters and 
money launderers.
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01.  https://investor.aciworldwide.com/news-releases/news-release-details/ecommerce-
transactions-remain-high-during-pandemic-outdoor

02.  https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-63-3.pdf
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